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Bring on the Holiday Letters
Holiday letters may be annoying, but they beat the constant deluge of social media
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Over the next few weeks, we'll all start to receive those traditional end-of-year letters,
with their family updates on promotions, acceptances, trips and tonsillectomies. They're
part of the holiday territory, like fruitcake and putting reindeer hats on dogs. Yes, there's
often a subtext of social competition. As a friend said, "I just got one describing a family
ski trip to Aspen. All I have is: 'None of the kids threw up in school this year.' "
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But there's also a seasonal warmth to these letters—and a true holiday blessing in the
fact that they are seasonal. They don't demand your attention every single day, year
round.
As social media has mutated into a ravenous, many-tentacled time-eater, news from our
friends about their families' triumphs and trials has become omnipresent, unrelenting—a
never ending vacation slide show from hell.
The Web and babies are an especially dangerous combination. A study by the Internet
security firm AVG Technologies AVG -1.26% found that 92% of U.S. children under the
age of 2 have some kind of digital profile, with images of them posted online. The same
research found that 34% of children begin their digital life journey before they actually
arrive on the planet, with parents posting their sonograms.
Infants, it seems, trigger a chemical response that generates weekly updates. That's
particularly true for first-time parents, who (in a demonstration of nature's genius)
believe they're experiencing feelings no one else has ever felt and must share every
one of them. In simpler times, sharing that adorable smile would have required taking
the picture, having the roll developed, picking the one where the baby's face didn't look
like dried fruit, and then putting it in the mail.
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Today, it's just way too easy. A click of the
button on a digital camera, a quick
download, and the picture or video clip is
flying to my Facebook FB -0.83% feed.
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One school of thought holds that
obsessive posting is a form of addiction,
working directly on the pleasure centers of
the brain. I finally asked a friend who was
sending several baby updates a week if
her bulletins might (maybe, possibly) have
become a bit of an obsession. She herself
was worried about that. "You get hooked
on the 'likes,' " she said. "It's the same
feeling as when someone stops you on a
walk and tells you that your baby is
beautiful. Only you get it by the dozens. I
know it's crazy," she said, "but I kind of live
for 'likes.' If one picture gets less than
another, I feel like I let her down."
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I couldn't break it to her, but a backlash
may be brewing. Last year saw the introduction of a Web tool called unbaby.me (since
renamed Rather, presumably to take the heat off infants). It scans the captions of
photos for giveaway words and replaces them in your Facebook and Twitter feeds with
pictures of things you'd prefer to see.
And it isn't just babies. The irritation threat level is especially elevated for those who
insist on oversharing "selfies" (self-portraits). A paper by researchers at Birmingham
Business School in the U.K. shows that, with the exception of family and friends, the
more that acquaintances post pictures of themselves—"here I am making a face!" "here
I am making a different one!"—the less we like them.
The study also found that older friends care less about your photos than do younger
ones; female friends care more than male friends; and the only people likely to care at
all are those closest to you (think: shared DNA). Even then, too many photos can cause
burnout. Some simple advice: Post unto others as you would have others post unto you.
So pause for a moment before you roll your eyes at the arrival of this season's batch of
holiday letters. They bring us together in a way that our relentless digital connections
cannot. They represent tradition in a world that discards traditions too quickly. And they
require real effort and thought: Somebody took the time to write them.
Best of all, they only come once a year.
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—Dr. Drexler is an assistant professor of psychology in psychiatry at Weill Cornell
Medical College and the author, most recently, of "Our Fathers, Ourselves: Daughters,
Fathers and the Changing American Family."
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